Digital, organizational and managerial tools to support sustainable Open Innovation in improving firm performance

Open Innovation (OI) assumes that firms can advance their technology using external knowledge and ideas and internal ones (Chesbrough, 2003). According to Gassmann and Enkel (2004) definition, OI depends on three processes: inside-out (outbound) process to externalize firm knowledge and innovation, outside-in (inbound) process to access the external knowledge and integrate it into the internal one, and coupled process, a combination of the inside-out and outside-in processes.

The literature, which has mainly investigated the inbound process, agrees to consider the OI processes a way to improve economic and industrial firms’ performance (Greco et al., 2016; West and Bogers, 2014). In addition, Bogers et al. (2020) argued that OI processes can improve firm performance in a sustainable manner, "contributing to development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."

However, it’s not enough for a firm to open up more to external knowledge to improve its performance (Greco et al., 2016; Rass et al., 2013). Indeed, firms must have the most suitable tools - mainly digital - to transform external information into proper knowledge to be exploited to improve their internal production processes, but also organizational and managerial - to influence the collaborative behaviour of people inside the firm with the external partners, as well as the collaborative behaviour of the partners along the innovation funnel. These tools, supporting OI processes, trigger the actions that improve firms’ performance.

Digital tools (e.g., social networks, data mining techniques, and workflow software) are decisive in enabling OI initiatives. Lately, the need is emerging to establish which digital tools are most appropriate to strengthen the firm Absorptive Capacity (ACAP) - the ability to acquire, assimilate, transform, and exploit external knowledge to improve business processes and, therefore, performance. In this regard, notable works link the use of industry 4.0 technologies (e.g., Cloud computing, AI, IoT, and blockchain) to deal with the knowledge flow coming from the external firms’ boundaries (Neirotti et al., 2021; Pfefferling et al., 2019; Santoro et al., 2018).

Also, organizational and managerial tools are pivotal in realizing OI. For instance, the researchers discuss how organizational dimensions - such as specialization, formalization and decentralization – influence the OI process and how the combination of routines, practices and incentives can support the OI implementation process (Aloini et al., 2017).

Although the identification of the most suitable tools to support OI processes may guarantee industrial and financial performance improvement, it’s not sufficient to ensure that this occurs in a sustainable way.

It’s essential that these tools guarantee a good level of the firm processes’ sustainability – also considering their social and environmental impact according to the Triple Bottom Line Sustainability framework (Slaper and Hall, 2011) – both for ethical issues and because improving sustainability, acting on technological, managerial and organizational dimensions, generates competitive advantage and positively influence firms’ performance (Batista and Francisco, 2018; Schrettle et al., 2014).

Despite the teeming research activity about OI and the centrality of the types of tools mentioned above, their impact on the relationship between OI and firm performance is still open in the literature.
Specifically, the arguments that currently arouse the most significant research interest and that this track aims to pursue are three:

1) Identify the most suitable digital tools to support sustainable processes of acquisition, assimilation, transformation and exploitation of external knowledge;
2) Identify organizational and managerial tools that can support the firm sustainable OI activities;
3) Investigate the role of digital, organizational and managerial tools in the relationship between OI and firm performance;
4) Investigate the OI implications regarding economic, social, and environmental sustainability.

**Track main topics**

Specific topics include, but are not limited to:

- Digital tools for supporting Open Innovation
- Organizational tools for supporting Open Innovation
- Managerial tools for supporting Open Innovation
- Open Innovation and firm performance
- Absorptive Capacity and firm performance
- Digital tools moderator role between Open Innovation and firm performance
- Digital tools moderator role between Open Innovation and Absorptive Capacity
- Sustainability and (Open) Innovation
- Sustainability and Absorptive Capacity
- Sustainability and Dynamic Capabilities
- Information Systems as Dynamic Capability leverage to enhance Sustainability
- The impact of the Information System on Sustainability through the Dynamic Capability lens
- Organizational dimensions and Open Innovation process
- Sustainability and Organizational dimensions
- Information Systems as trigger to increase Sustainability in Organizational Dimensions
- Information Systems for supporting organizational sustainable routines, practices and incentives
- Information Systems and Small Medium Enterprises performance

The track is open to full papers, but it is also possible to submit research-in-progress research or short paper in related fields. Articles exploring new directions or areas are also welcome.
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